
How to recognize the nineteen recurring problems faced in
design, branding and communication and how to solve them
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The RE-APPRAISE OR DIE problem
Older brands, companies and countries

can become so caught up in their past that
it overtakes them. Only when faced with
extinction do they realize that they need to
challenge perceptions head on.
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The ASTONISH ME problem
Sometimes plain old flat, straight and normal
isn't enough to get people to sit up and take

notice. How can you create the illusion of
something that isn't really there?
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The SOAP POWDER problem
As products and services become increasingly
similar, designers and advertisers have to
creatc believable brands - oftcn out of thin air
- that stand out. But do customers f~lll for it?

62 HlJDCFTS

lhe MESSAGE IS THE PRICE problem
Thc brief most professionals dread is the
one that f'JCuses on pricc. Dealing with a
cheap 'n' chcerful mcssage is tough, bur
communicating 'expcnsive' and 'exclusivc'
has as many pithlls.
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The CHARITY BEGINS AT WORK problem
Blue-chip clients with big budgets buy the
rcspect of crcatives bur they can't

buy their love. Enter the charity clients,
seemingly grateful, initially respcctful.
But it may nor last forcver.

92 BREAKTHROUGHS

lhe PARADIGM SHIrT problem
It's the holy grail - an opportunity arrives in a

marketplace where a big idea can really make
a diHerence. But breaking out of the mould
can be a difficult and frustrating process.

lOG HUMOUR

The rUNNY BOO-HOO problem
It's the debult setting of many creatives.
There's no doubt that humour makes people
warm to a person, a product, or an ad but

can it get in the way of the realmcssage?
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The NOTHING SHOCKS MEproblem
Communicators often resort to shock

tactics to get their mcssage across. But is it
legitimatc, and does it work? What if it's just
shocking for shock's sake and has little to
do with the actual product?
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7he EVOLVE OR REvoLvEproblem
Vcry few ideas, brands or identities survive
unchangcd forever, but it's often easier to
evolve a brand than to revolutionize.

How do you decide which is thc right routc?



150 GENERATION GAP

The SKINNY JEANS IN MIDDLE AGE problem
Some brands just don't appeal to a younger

generation. So companies create new, 'junior'
brands under assumed names and hope that
no-one will notice. Does it work?
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The INFORMATION REJECTIoNproblem
We are subjected to thousands of marketing
messages every day, but filter out all bar
the essential. So infclfmation has to be

presented in a way that the public will absorb,
not ignore.
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The ETHICAL problem
Can creatives produce potent work for a
cause they don't believe in? Do you have to

smoke to do great cigarette ads? When does a
creative's ethical responsibility kick in and the
client's kick out?
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The CAN'T LEARN, WON'T LEARN problem

Designing for education is difficult and

unglamorous but the power of a great poster,
exhibition, or breakthrough in children's

books can win over even the coldest hearts
and minds.
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The OLDER CAN BE BETTERproblem

Can you make something seem like it's been
around for ever, even when it hasn't?

It helps if a product or service has legitimate
heritage - but sometimes brands are created
out of thin air. Does it work?
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The OVER-DESIC;NED problem
Design and art direction sometimes gets in the

way. Spent too long agonizing over a layout or
picking a typeElCe? The viewer can often tell -
try un-designing it.
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The GROUN DHOG DAY problem
You'd expect the design profession to be
infinitely varied, with new problems to solve

every day. But often designers are bced with
re-interpreting the same elements, over (and

over) again.
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The FEAR AND LOATHINcproblem
A creative IlIay think they've come up with
the best idea in the world. But that won't help

when showing it to a client trying to second-
guess their boss, or a manager who refers every

design decision to their bmily.
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The NOBODY READS ANYMORE problem
The theory goes like this: ours is an
increasingly visual culture, no-one's got time
to read anymore. So stop writing lots of words

and concentrate on the pictures. But is the
theory right?
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The ONE SIZE DOESN'T FIT ALLproblem

Identity design used to be simple: a new logo
sat happily in the corner of an ad or a poster.
But now we're in the midst of an explosion in

brand designs that turn and twist, modulate
and flex.
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